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 As one would expect, hat-trick design was formed  
by three creative directors—Gareth Howat, David 
Kimpton and Jim Sutherland—a direct nod to sports, 

in this case cricket. While hat-tricks in football (think World 
Cup) and hockey happen more than you would think—the 
scoring of three consecutive goals—in cricket, a hat-trick is 
rare. A bowler must take three wickets (dismissing three 
batsmen) in three consecutive deliveries. Dignified, prized 
and so very English. 

In 2009, after nine years, Kimpton left hat-trick to go it 
alone. “Obviously we’re called hat-trick design,” explains 
Howat. “But we’ve decided not to do anything about that 
and carry on.”

And carry on they have, from their studio in Southwark, not 
far from London Bridge and around the corner from the aro-
matic adventure that is Borough Market where gourmands 
and Gordon Ramsey wannabes will find octopi draped on 
display and simmering baths of curry. 

The third-floor studio hums with energy. It’s not loud, but busy. 
Both Sutherland and Howat are admittedly workaholics, and 
expect the same of the designers they hire (“like-minded people 

with diVerent approaches”)—within  
a normal, but extremely productive, work-
day. Which explains how a 10-person 
company (9 designers and a studio man-
ager) has, at press, 39 active projects for 
clients ranging from Royal Mail, Kew 
Gardens and the British Heart Foundation 
to the Royal Shakespeare Company, 
National Institute for the Deaf and 
Twickenham Stadium, among others. 

 “It’s intense,” comments Sutherland. “We’re 
prolific. We go through an awful lot of 

work very quickly. We like pro ducing lots of stuV, and that can 
be anything from a one-oV brochure to a big branding pro-
ject—and everything in between.

 “The pace is quick, which is good, because we’d just get bored 
otherwise.”

It’s no surprise that many assume hat-trick is much bigger than 
it actually is, considering the oYce is teeming with creative 
projects. And while the opportunity to expand has knocked 
at the door plenty of times in the last decade, the decision to 
keep the firm small is a deliberate one. “We’ve worked at big 
agencies in previous lives,” says Howat, “and our ambition is 
to stay small and really focus on the creative side.” 

 “We’re still very involved with the work,” adds Sutherland. “If we 
get bigger, we’ll be trying to get other people to do stuV—when 
actually we’d like to do it ourselves. We really like designing.”

Their appetite for design is apparent and very much part of 
hat-trick’s appeal. Catharine Brandy, design manager at Royal 
Mail, concurs, “Our design team is always looking for new 
designers and image makers to contribute to our stamp 
program. When we first met hat-trick on that quest, they 
came across as fresh-thinking, intelligent and absolutely 

Allison Hay, studio manager, provided the caption information. 

Right: “Cardinal Place, a large commercial development in Victoria (500,000 square feet) opposite Westminster Cathedral, has a vast reception area, 
within which a café was built for the workers on the entire estate. The brief was to create the name and branding for this café, including signage, wall 
graphics, crockery and other collateral. A character was created using a cardinal bird for inspiration, which not only shares its name with the location 
but also lent the café its name Cardinal Café. Using a character meant that vibrancy and activity was created in the café area, keeping it distinct from 
the corporate reception area. Graphics were applied using vinyl, which is easily updatable, allowing for the birds to ‘move’ around the area over time. 
Applications included mailers, signage, cups and saucers, napkins and tablecloths.” Adam Giles, designer/illustrator; Gareth Howat/Jim Sutherland, 
creative directors; Land Securities, client.

 “Victoria is Changing. A poster site became available in Palace Street, Victoria. The property developer Land Securities has a number of large schemes 
that will change the area in the future. The brief was to utilize the site to herald ‘Victoria is changing,’ without going into specifics in advance of future 
developments. Design Rationale: 2,000 recycled plastic windmills were screwed onto a printed panel, spelling out the word ‘change.’ These constantly 
spun in the strong winds in Palace Street and provided a talking point for local businesses and residents.” Alex Swatridge, designer; Gareth Howat/Jim 
Sutherland, creative directors; Land Securities, client.
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passionate about design. 
We commissioned them 
almost immediately.

 “We have worked with 
them ever since and  
I can honestly say that  
I look forward to every 
project with them. They 
always deliver beautiful, 
considered, appropriate 
designs, with remarkable 
attention to detail.” Hat-
trick’s 7-year relationship 

with the Royal Mail has produced 32 stamps.

Howat and Sutherland work well together, on everything 
(and have for a long time as they and Kimpton met at The 
Partners 21 years ago). While one may take the lead on certain 
projects, as Sutherland explains, “Fundamentally, both of us 
are completely involved from start to finish.”

 “We don’t really have separate teams. In fact, we don’t really 
have any structure,” Howat adds with a laugh. And, they 
don’t. “It’s pretty fluid. StuV comes in and then we start work-
ing on it.” Though the form is loose, it does begin, according 
to Howat, with simplifying clients’ needs as much as possible. 
“We brainstorm ideas at the beginning, then we allocate it 
to one or two designers to develop. Discussions around the 
table nearly always lead to solutions,” says Howat.

 “We work a lot on trains,” adds Sutherland. “It’s not some thing 
we switch oV from. Your brain is always thinking.”

They’ve found that clients want to speak with the creative 
team, so there are no account managers at hat-trick. “We 
manage all our own projects,” explains Sutherland. “And 
that’s certainly a reason why we can’t get too much bigger, 
because we can’t stretch ourselves any further.”

The fact that the creative leads have stretched themselves 
across many business sectors has kept hat-trick buzzing, with 
everything from stamp design to wayfinding to a plethora of 
identity work—despite the challenging economic climate of 
the last two years. Serendipity or, one might say, curiosity has 
kept hat-trick’s eggs in a variety of baskets. 

Case in point: Land Securities, a large property company, 
that over six years has become one of hat-trick’s biggest clients. 

Property development isn’t the sexiest of sectors, but when  
a client understands design’s potential, it makes for interest-
ing creative projects. 

 “Over the years hat-trick has become the guardian of our 
London-based businesses’ creative work, delivering all 
‘corporate’ London business materials and a number of the 
scheme-specific projects,” says Land Securities’s Anna 
Chapman. “Their approach has drawn credit from the most 
unusual of sources—property agents, generally not known for 
their creative flair, have been proud to use their work and 
other property companies have coveted their services. 

 “Their team is the most committed and the creative direction 
given by Gareth and Jim means you can be 100 percent 
confident that you will get more than you briefed. They work 
too hard (as far as I can see), but that’s what sets them apart.”

How to approach work is something Howat and Sutherland 
learned while at The Partners, a firm run in “semi-Pentagram” 
mode (one of its founders was a Pentagram alum). “It was 
very multidisciplined,” recalls Howat. “The Partners really 
rubbed oV on us: The idea of working with an open mind. 
We like to try our hand at anything we can get a hold of 
really, just to try things out.” 

 “When we were there, it was very much about creativity,” 
Sutherland explains, “for a wide range of clients. And that’s 
pretty much what we’ve carried on with hat-trick.”

Both creative directors agree that they were lucky to begin 
their careers at a firm that was on its way up, especially straight 
out of university. Howat saw the d&ad annual with its pages 
filled with work from The Partners and decided to give them 
a call. Sutherland took a similar route to The Partners: “I didn’t 
know any design companies at all, saw the annual and thought, 
I’ll write to them.” 

When asked about the future—where hat-trick will be in  
five years—Howat responds, “Good question, can you tell me 
please?” Which is in keeping with the loose structure that 
keeps the studio thriving. “Although our work is graphic design 
in the classic sense,” comments Sutherland, “we would love 
to collaborate on, or even tackle, other types of design, such 
as interiors or architecture projects—even furniture design. 

 “We like the idea of being able to apply ideas to diVerent 
mediums. And we’re always up for a challenge.” CA

This page: Jim Sutherland and Gareth Howat.

Right: “The Natural History Museum is home to one of the largest natural history collections in the world. They wanted to create a new identity that 
successfully communicated their diversity as a museum, not just known for its exhibits, but for its research and scientific credentials. A key part of 
the strategy underlying the rebrand was to create a total experience for the three million or more visitors a year, while maintaining visual consistency. 
The solution took ‘The Power of Nature’ as a theme and expressed it through a palette of 35 images by leading wildlife photographers, ranging from 
microscopic plankton to a satellite shot of the Earth.” Gareth Howat/Jim Sutherland, designers/creative directors; Natural History Museum, client.
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Left: “Fairbridge Annual Review. Working with troubled 
12- to 24-year-olds in 12 of the most disadvantaged areas 
in the U.K., Fairbridge aims to change what these young 
people expect from life and hopes to give them a chance 
to put things right. The challenge was to create a powerful 
message to engage the reader, and to act as a fundraising 
tool for the charity. Workshops were set up where young 
people told their stories through drawings and notes on 
paper bags. They were then photographed wearing the bags 
as masks and juxtaposed with subsequent shots taken when 
they removed them.” Alexandra Jurva, designer; Gareth 
Howat/Jim Sutherland, creative directors; Kevin/Stephanie/
Danny/Jenna/Hayden/Jacob, illustrators; Marcus Lyon, 
photographer; Fairbridge, client.

 “Land Securities’ latest innovative development, New  
Street Square, consists of four impressive and highly 
efficient new office buildings. New Street Square uses  
93 percent recycled materials from the buildings that were 
demolished. This is a remarkably high percentage and one 
that Land Securities was keen to communicate alongside 
other environmental messages. A temporary exhibition was 
established in the building. Visitors are met with an avenue 
of silhouetted trees back lit to cast shadows on a fabric 
wall. When the lighting is changed to light the trees from 
the front, it reveals that each has been sculpted from the 
materials found in skips from the demolished building. Since 
the launch of the campaign, 80 percent of the development 
has been pre-let.” Derek Jones, designer; Gareth Howat/Jim 
Sutherland, creative directors; Beanie Brownjohn, illustrator; 
Land Securities, client.

This page: “We were asked to design a general stamp that 
linked Royalty and the Royal Mail. A wax seal using the 
Royal Mail crest was produced by an amazing engraver. 
This was then photographed actual size with a shadow and 
reproduced as the stamp. You can actually seal the envelope 
with the stamp and this gave the effect of having a real 
seal.” Adam Giles, designer; Gareth Howat/Jim Sutherland, 
creative directors; John Ross, photographer; Neil Oliver, The 
Seal Maker, illustrator; Royal Mail, client.

 “A self-initiated project to produce a typographic deck of 
playing cards. Produced in partnership with a paper and 
print company. All 52 cards and jokers are recreated using 
unadulterated typefaces, avoiding any repeated fonts. The 
cards become a typographic primer and were produced as 
a set of cards and a limited-edition poster.” Jim Sutherland, 
designer; Gareth Howat/Jim Sutherland, creative directors.
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Left: “A publication of 10, a hardback book of 200 street pho to-
graphs. It was published to commemorate ten years of the in-public 
international street photographers group that was founded in 2000 
by London-based street photographer Nick Turpin. The book 
features ten images from each of the group’s twenty photogra-
phers.” Jim Sutherland, designer; Gareth Howat/Jim Sutherland, 
creative directors; Christophe Agou/Blake Andrews/Narelle Autio/
Richard Bram/Melanie Einzig/Adrian Fisk/David Gibson/Nils Jorgensen/ 
George Kelly/Jeffrey Ladd/Jesse Marlow/Andy Morley-Hall/Trent Parke/ 
Gus Powell/Paul Russell/Otto Snoek/David Solomons/Matt Stuart/
Nick Turpin/Amani Willett, photographers; Sarah Ewing, production 
designer; Nick Turpin Publishing, client.

    “The brainchild of Quentin Blake, the House of Illustration will be  
the place to see past and present illustration, both British and 
international, giving it the attention it deserves. The main con-
sideration was that the identity would have to work with a wide 
range of illustration styles. The project is still at the funding stage 
and will open in 2011. Solution: Using a graphic sketchbook page  
as a logotype any style of illustration can be incorporated, or it can  
be left blank, as an inspiring space. Miniature sketchbooks were 
used for business cards, so that the recipient feels they are being 
handed a page torn out from Quentin Blake’s sketchbook. The  
logo is also used as a publisher’s mark on book spines.” Mark 
Wheatcroft, designer; Gareth Howat/Jim Sutherland, creative 
directors; Quentin Blake/Laura Carlin/Emma Chichester Clark/ 
Hannah Coulson/Marion Deuchars/Sara Fenelli/Jeff Fisher, illustra-
tors; House of Illustration, client.

This page: John Ross is an exceptional still-life photographer. 
Having worked with him on several projects photographing birds, 
we wanted to create a self-promotional brochure for him. The 
combination of the purity and lightness of the doves and the dark, 
menacing ravens was irresistible. The format of the Wingspan 
brochure lets the images speak for themselves, and allows them to 
be viewed as posters.” Gareth Howat/Jim Sutherland, designers/
creative directors; John Ross, photographer/client.

 “Twickenham Stadium is the largest dedicated, and one of the most 
impressive, rugby stadiums in the world. The stadium is currently 
undergoing an £80 million redevelopment to rebuild the South 
Stand. When complete, the new stand will include a four star hotel, 
a Virgin Active health and fitness club, a Marriott hotel, banqueting 
facilities, conference facilities and a theater. The challenge is to 
position the venue as a destination identity in its own right, a place 
for entertainment, conferences, business meetings and, of course, 
rugby. As a part of the rebranding we have designed a new way-
finding strategy for the entire stadium complex, both inside and 
outside the ground, including the route from the railway station, 
road signs, building signage, banners, environmental graphics, 
information zones and seating zones.” Gareth Howat, designer; 
Gareth Howat/Jim Sutherland, creative directors; Twickenham, client.
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